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Dear colleagues, friends, earth dwellers ! 

Participants «the International union of national diplomats «WORLD FORMULA» ! 

Participants of «Eurasian Peoples 
,
 Assembly» ! 

Participants of the international network of the Global Contract of the United Nations ! 

Participants of the World Association of graduates ! 

 

       International Ecological Committee «ECO-TERRA» (Ecoplanet), created in Russia, 

together with the all-Russian and international public organizations addresses to all people 

living on a planet the Earth - to citizens of all countries with an appeal to unite efforts, 

possibilities, potential of each person and to start real preservation (rescue) of our planet the 

Earth ! 

       

        Our Ecological Committee, in commonwealth with other ecological organizations, it is 

developed and the program of preservation and planet rescue is realized  

   

TThhee  iinntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  eeccoollooggiiccaall  PPrrooggrraamm  

ssoocciiaallllyy--ssttaattee  PPaarrttnneerrsshhiipp  ««EECCOO--TTEERRRRAA»»  ((EEccooppllaanneett)) 

 
       The program purpose: Prevention of threat of nuclear war and construction of steady 

world public system - «information-cellular Community of reasonable sufficiency on 

corporative-democratic principles» (United Nations) and Global Ecological System of a planet 

the Earth.  

 

       Our team of the adherents interested in development of RUSSIA and the WORLD, is 

convinced, that the come 2024 can become, solving year of history of mankind. Association of 

healthy, reasonable public forces, national academies of sciences and the centres of science of 

the world conducting scientists, engineers, business communities and politicians of the world 

will allow to make 2024 on a planet the Earth year of crisis of a destructive course of history of 

mankind, year of the vital transition from the Terrestrial spontaneous civilization to the 

Terrestrial operated Eco-civilization, year of transition from an epoch of senseless wars and 

violence by an epoch of the co-ordinated creation by nations of the world highly organize the 

Terrestrial operated ecological civilization aimed at preservation of the Nature and the Person. 
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       All over the world industrial application of oil and gas are reduced and there is a 

transition to «net energy», attempts of some the countries are undertaken to create «digital 

green economy» and transfer of the industrial enterprises on without waste, energy- and 

resources savings, ecologically safe technologies. The main benefit of such development for 

any country of the World - preservation of a planet, suitable for a life of our descendants. Time 

for an effective utilization of secondary resources in interests of social and economic 

development of the countries on a planet the Earth has come. 

 

        International Ecological Committee «ECO-TERRA», together with Fund "ECОGRAD", 

National Corporation «Resources of RUSSIA» and Operating Company «Interomega-M» have 

prepared and already carry out projects of the International ecological Program of socially-

state Partnership «ECO-TERRA» (Ecoplanet), including projects of planetary value: 

 

 - «The WORLD FORMULA» - peace-making the project-program, aimed at occurrence 

prevention on a planet the Earth nuclear war and the subsequent ecological accident. For the 

present moment it is prepared and the petition text in the United Nations extends, the special 

public organization «International union« the world Formula »is created, the special site 

having for an object advancement of idea« with All world for the sake of the world »operates 

there is a petition through social networks - the project« a world Chain». 

https://youtu.be/UtReVPN_yiw   

WWIITTHHOOUUTT    TTHHEE    EESSTTAABBLLIISSHHMMEENNTT    RREELLIIAABBLLEE    NNUUCCLLEEAARR    FFRREEEE    WWOORRLLDD    OONN    TTHHEE  

EEAARRTTHH,,  TTHHEE  FFUURRTTHHEERR    DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT    OOFF    MMAANNKKIINNDD    IISS    IIMMPPOOSSSSIIBBLLEE    !!!!!!   

 

 - ««TThhee  PPUURREE  EEAARRTTHH»» - processing of secondary resources of a planet and recultivation the 

released earths; 

  

- ««SSUUPPEERRVVOOLLCCAANNOO»» - prevention of accident of planetary scale from eruption of the 

Jellouston supervolcano! (USA); 

 

- ««TThhee  GGRREEEENN  PPLLAANNEETT»» - planting of billion trees in territories of all countries; 

 

- ««PPUURREE  OOCCEEAANNSS»» - clearing of Silent, Atlantic and Indian oceans of floating islands of 

plastic dust; 

 

- ««IINNCCRREEAASSEE  ooff  FFEERRTTIILLIITTYY  ooff  tthhee  EEAARRTTHHSS»» - creation of Planetary Fund «Increase of 

fertility of the exhausted earths». The project has strategic value for the countries suffering 

from desertification and dehydration; 

 

- ««IInntteerr--CCAASSPPIIYY»» - building of a transport corridor Russia-Caspiy-Iran with an exit to Persian 

gulf, including information and auxiliary infrastructures; 

  

- ««EEССOO--CCIIVVIILLIIZZAATTIIOONN»» - building of the Public Center of Planetary Development in Russia. 

Investors, developers and builders will enter forever into Mankind history; 

 

- ««GGLLOOBBAALL  RREESSOOUURRCCEE  BBAALLAANNCCEE»» - creation global civilized Information netcentric 

control systems of the enterprises, processes, territories and planet resources. 
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       Close cooperation with interested public organizations and business structures of other 

countries will allow us to come nearer to creation of Global Ecological System and efficient 

control resources of a planet the Earth in interests of preservation of Mankind. 

 

       Analyzing reports of information of the scientific different countries about approach of 

ECOLOGICAL ACCIDENT, real prospects of disappearance of all Mankind and the planet, 

and also inactivity of overwhelming number of the Governments, Presidents and government 

officials in questions of preservation of environment, understanding, that planet natural 

resources the Earth are constantly inevitably reduced and even more often there is a sharp 

necessity of as much as possible careful use of soil, water, wood and air resources, there is a 

strategic problem of highly effective search, extraction and processing of liquid, firm and 

gaseous minerals. The further destiny and existence of many countries and the people in many 

respects depends on correct, rational use of resources of the Planet. 

 

       As a priority direction, us the project-program «PURE EARTH» which can be realized in 

territory of any country is offered and includes the decision of following main tasks: 

 

       ● Ecological remote geological prospecting of minerals with use modern innovative 

microlepton safe technology GEO-VISION. (Without cutting down and infringement of 

ecology of woods, water resources). 

 

       ● Extraction and deep processing of again reconnoitered mineral deposits, enrichment to 

80 % of coals and coal slimes, processing of technogenic sailings - "tails", slimes, slags and an 

other industrial and municipal waste with extraction finely divided rare-earth, precious metals 

and useful ecologically safe production. 

 

       ● Recultivation and restoration of the released earths. Restoration of their fertility on 

special technologies (green building, planting of woods, fertility increase, gardening and 

prevention of desertification of the earths) for the purpose of further useful use for a national 

economy of each country. 

 

       We offer association of efforts of sane people, ecological noncommercial public 

organizations and socially focused business structures on creation of the International 

Corporation «Resources of PLANET» which will use the newest Russian and foreign 

ecological technologies in joint international projects in the various countries, including and 

Russia, for the blessing of inhabitants of a planet and under the control of the Public 

Observant Organizations. 

 

       Within the limits of the International Corporation «Resources of PLANET» it is planned 

to generate special structures for the purpose of preparation and working out of technologies 

of world level in following directions: 

 

                                            1. Nuclear safety of a planet.                                              

                                           2. Ecological safety. 

                                           3. Food safety. 

                                           4. Medical safety. 

                                           5. Information safety. 

                                           6. Power safety. 
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       For today the International Ecological Committee «EСO-TERRA», with the partners, 

unites more than 100 best ecological technologies and projects of world level in the above-

stated directions of cooperation. 

 

Dear colleagues, friends and adherents ! 
 

       All who has become interested in offers of International Ecological Committee «EСO-

TERRA» (Ecoplanet), it is ready to be connected to teamwork on preservation of favorable 

conditions of environment on a planet the Earth and to creation of the Ecological civilization, 

address on our portal www.ecograd-terra.ru, be registered, invite your friends familiar, 

relatives and send your offers and questions on E-mail: ecocom001@ecograd-terra.ru; 

ekograd@yandex.ru, interomega@yandex.ru, ekograd2004@mail.ru . 

 

Sign the WORLD Petition to the Secretary general of the United Nations and Heads of nuclear 

powers: https://formulapeace.ru/petition/                                           

 

Yours faithfully and hope of long-term, fruitful cooperation for the good of Mankind ! 

 

The international Ecological Committee 
Socially-state partnership «ECO-TERRA» (Ecoplanet) / Russia. 
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